Title: COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS RELATING TO BLOOD-BASED BIOMARKERS OF BREAST CANCER

Abstract: The present invention relates generally to the field of breast cancer. More specifically, the invention concerns methods and compositions useful for diagnosing treating breast cancer.
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1. Claims Nos.: because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2. Claims Nos.: because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:
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This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:
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1. As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable claims.

2. As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of additional fees.

3. As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

   Group 1-1, 2, 6-17, 21, 23-30, 34, 36-41, 45, RLP7AP50 gene

Remark on Protest

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Groups I: Claims 1-53 and RPL7AP50 are directed toward a gene expression panel or array indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer, said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 1 gene selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; a diagnostic kit containing probes or primers for measuring the expression of one or more of genes of Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4; a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for variant detection and/or deregulation of genes or gene expression products, wherein said genes or gene expression products are selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein 1-300 genes or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon genetic variants and/or a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products from a control sample.

Groups II: Claims 1-53 and RPL7AP50 are directed toward a gene expression panel or array indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer, said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 1 gene selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein at least 5 genes or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. diagnosing breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample; a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein said genes or gene expression products are selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. normalizing said expression level to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of; (b) d. assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer; a method for diagnosing breast cancer in a mammalian subject comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein said genes or gene expression products are selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. normalizing said expression level to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of; (a) and d. diagnosing breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample; a method of preparing a personalized genomics profile for a breast cancer subject, comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein said genes or gene expression products are selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. normalizing said expression level to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of; (a) and d. diagnosing breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample; a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein said genes or gene expression products are selected from: (i) the genes of Table 1; (ii) the genes of Table 2; and (iii) genes of Table 3; or (iv) the genes of Table 4; and wherein at least 1 gene or gene expression products are selected. b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample; and c. assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer.
***-Continued from Previous Supplemental Box***

The gene expression panel or array indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer, said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 1 gene, a diagnostic kit containing probes or primers for measuring the expression of one or more genes, and a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising:

a. obtaining a nucleic acid for variant detection and/or deregulation of genes or gene expression products will be searched to the extent that they encompass RPL7AP50, the first gene of Table 1 of the priority document of the instant PCT application. It is believed that Claims 1, 2, 6-17, 21, 22 and 45 (in-part) encompass this first named invention and thus these claims will be searched without fee to the extent that they encompass RPL7AP50, the first gene of Table 1 of the priority document of the instant PCT application. Applicants must indicate, if applicable, the claims which encompass the first named invention if different than what was indicated above for this group. Failure to clearly identify how any paid additional invention fees are to be applied to the "+" group(s) will result in only the first claimed invention to be searched/examined. Additional genes can be searched upon the payment of additional fees. An Exemplary Election would be: Gene VDACP1 P9.

Groups I- share the technical features including a gene expression panel or array indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer, said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 1 gene; a diagnostic kit containing probes or primers for measuring the expression of one or more genes; a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for variant detection and/or deregulation of genes or gene expression products, and wherein 1-300 genes or gene expression products are selected, b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample, and c. assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon genetic variants and/or a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer; a method for diagnosing breast cancer in a mammalian subject comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 5 genes or gene expression products are selected, b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample, and c. diagnosing breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample; a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer, wherein said cancer is a breast cancer comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected, b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample, c. normalizing said expression level to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (b); and d. assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer; a method for diagnosing breast cancer in a mammalian subject comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected, b. obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample, c. normalizing said expression level to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (a); and d. diagnosing breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample; a method of preparing a personalized genomics profile for a breast cancer subject, comprising: a. obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected, b. obtaining the expression levels of said genes or gene expression products in said sample; wherein the expression level is normalized against the expression level of at least one reference gene to obtain normalized data or the expression levels in a breast cancer reference tissue set, and c. creating a report summarizing the normalized data obtained by said gene expression analysis, wherein said report includes a prediction of a subject's increased likelihood to develop breast cancer; and a gene expression panel or array indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer, said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 20 genes. .... Continued on Next Supplemental Page ...
However, these shared technical features are previously disclosed by WO 2012/078365 A2 (MURACA). Muraca discloses a gene expression panel or array (a gene expression panel or array: page 5, lines 28-31) indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer (indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer: page 2, lines 4-10), said panel or array consisting of primers or probes (panel or array consisting of primers or probes: page 7, lines 24-31) capable of detecting at least 1 gene (capable of detecting at least 1 gene: page 4, lines 20-24); a diagnostic (diagnostic: lines 3-11) kit (kit: page 37, lines 5-7) containing probes or primers (containing probes or primers: page 7, lines 24-31) for measuring the expression of one or more genes (for measuring the expression of one or more genes: page 4, lines 21-24); a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer (a method of assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop cancer: page 2, lines 4-10), wherein said cancer is a breast cancer (wherein the cancer is breast cancer: page 2, lines 4-10) comprising: a obtaining a nucleic acid for variant detection and/or deregulation of genes or gene expression products, and wherein 1-300 genes or gene expression products are selected (a obtaining a nucleic acid for variant detection and/or deregulation of genes or gene expression products, and wherein 1-300 genes or gene expression products are selected: page 4, lines 3-17), b obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample (obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample: page 4, lines 3-17), and c assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon genetic variants and/or a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer (assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 4, lines 3-4) based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer (based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 3, lines 1-14, page 25, line 19 to page 25, line 7); a method for diagnosing (method for diagnosing: page 8, lines 3-11) breast cancer in a mammalian subject (method for diagnosing: page 8, lines 3-11) comprising: a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 5 genes or gene expression products are selected (a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 5 genes or gene expression products are selected: page 4, lines 1-14); b obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample (a obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample: page 4, lines 3-17), and c diagnosing (diagnosing: page 8, lines 3-11) breast cancer (breast cancer: page 2, lines 4-10) based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products that form a gene expression profile characteristic of breast cancer in said subject's sample (diagnosing: page 2, lines 4-10) comprising: a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected (a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected: page 4, lines 3-17), b obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample (obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample: page 4, lines 3-17), and c normalizing (normalizing: page 8, lines 3-11) said sample to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (a) (normalizing said sample to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (a): page 25, line 27 to page 26, line 7) and d assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a variance in the obtained profile of expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer (assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 4, lines 3-4) based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer (based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 3, lines 1-14, page 25, line 19 to page 25, line 7); a method for diagnosing (method for diagnosing: page 8, lines 3-11) breast cancer in a mammalian subject (method for diagnosing: page 8, lines 3-11) comprising: a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected (a obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, and wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected: page 4, lines 3-17), b obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample (obtaining a profile of the expression levels of the selected genes or gene expression products in said sample: page 4, lines 3-17), c normalizing (normalizing: page 8, lines 3-11) said sample to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (b) (normalizing said sample to obtain a normalized expression level of the genes of (b): page 25, line 27 to page 26, line 7); and d assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer based upon a pattern of obtained expression levels of the said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample from the same selected genes or gene expression products of a control gene expression profile from a similar biological sample of a healthy subject, or assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer (assessing a subject's susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 4, lines 3-4) based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer (based upon a similarity in the obtained profile of expression levels of said selected genes or gene expression products in said subject's sample to the same selected genes or gene expression products in a gene expression profile characteristic of a subject with breast cancer or a subject who has a proven susceptibility to develop breast cancer: page 3, lines 1-14, page 25, line 19 to page 25, line 7); a method for preparing a personalized genomics profile (a method for preparing a personalized genomics profile: page 7, lines 24-26) for a breast cancer subject (for a breast cancer subject: page 2, lines 4-10), comprising: a) obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected (obtaining a nucleic acid for analysis of genes or gene expression products, wherein at least 20 genes or gene expression products are selected: page 4, lines 3-17), b) obtaining the expression levels of said genes or gene expression products in said sample (b) obtaining the expression levels of said genes or gene expression products in said sample: page 4, lines 3-17); and c continuing on Next Supplemental Page...
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wherein the expression level is normalized against the expression level of at least one reference gene to obtain normalized data or the expression levels in a breast cancer reference tissue set (wherein the expression level is normalized against the expression level of at least one reference gene to obtain normalized data or the expression levels in a breast cancer reference tissue set; page 25, line 27 to page 26, line 7); and a gene expression panel or array (a gene expression panel or array; page 5, lines 28-31) indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer (indicative of the risk of developing breast cancer; page 2, lines 4-10), said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 20 genes (said panel or array consisting of primers or probes capable of detecting at least 20 genes; page 4, lines 3-17).

Muraca does not disclose creating a report summarizing the normalized data obtained by said gene expression analysis, wherein said report includes a prediction of a subject's increased likelihood to develop breast cancer.

However, provided the previous disclosure of Muraca, regarding the generation of a personalized gene expression analysis for the prediction of a subject's likelihood to develop breast cancer based on normalized data, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art, at the time of the invention, to have created a report of the results summarizing the data for communication to a subject, or a medical practitioner designated by a subject, for enabling the subject or the practitioner to make decisions regarding the course or care or therapy for the subject, without undue experimentation or testing.

Since none of the special technical features of the Groups 1+ inventions is found in more than one of the inventions, and since all of the shared technical features are previously disclosed by the Muraca reference, unity of invention is lacking.